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The book, Logical Death, is story written by a self-proclaimed Manic-depressive Junkie, and reveals his
search as to whether existence has any meaning or purpose. Logical Death is a book of seven distinct
chapters, each with a common thread of bipolar emotions woven into philosophical and mildly scientific
observations of life on the earth - written only during moods of hypomanicism or depression. The best
description of the sentence structure is that it is written in a "thought disorder" of some type. All the
protocols of bipolar behavior are found throughout the text and thought processes. The sentences are long,
illogical, and sometimes out of place or simply inappropriate from what you would normally expect in a
published book – but they are always unique and interesting. Most of the initial readers of Logical Death
simply can’t believe a book is this unique in style and content.

Do you have a bipolar friend or relative, or are you just a curious person? Logical Death could offer you help
in understanding how a different perception of reality could be acted on as valid. In it the emotional states of
Hypomanicism and depression are used to define reality, as opposed to the expected processes of analytical
logic and deductive reasoning. Perhaps you actually share many of these insights to life, love, death, God,
and the existence of the universe? Logical Death is philosophical, by all means, and it relies on several
hundred references - many from well established sources - in order to put a perspective on reality that you
might find unique to anything you thought imaginable. Logical Death is not another story of a lifetime
struggle of a bipolar to gain some normal behavior in their life – it is a case study in the bad bipolar behavior
of a Manic-depressive Junkie, using the ups and downs as a drug for personal satisfaction! Logical Death is a
bipolar examination of the illogical actions and lifestyle of the so-called ordinary human. It examines the
belief in a God, human creativity, the human’s place or purpose in the universe, the human’s true animal
behavior, and bipolar intelligence as a valid mind.

One thing is for certain – never skip a paragraph or a sentence, even if it appears that the science of it is
becoming overwhelming, because the bipolar mind during moments of thought disorder will drop you off a
cliff mid-sentence. The ability to follow a train of thought without derailment is not a concern for this
Manic-depressive Junkie author.

Are manic-depressive’s mentally ill or only more sensitive to the artificial lifestyles of modern life? Do
humans apply free thought and logic to their daily activities? Are humans no more than animals that have
convinced themselves via some contrived language, that they are the supreme animals of the earth? What is
the greatest amount of knowledge that we can know about the physical realm of existence and the spiritual
realm of God? Is there a need for a god? You must read Logical Death in order to find out!

Strange and long sentence formats! No paragraphical logic! Topics bounce in and out of sequence! Written
in "Scientific-eroticism!" Editing and grammar errors noted but included! Yes, it can be difficult to read or
read quickly, but Logical Death has something that is holding the attention of Mathematicians, Doctors,
Teachers, Students, Psychologists, working class hero’s, and just about anyone that has browsed through it’s
pages. Logical Death will alter the way you read a book as it will the way that you think about life and the
human being as an animal - and possibly an animal without a soul. All of your questions of life, purpose,
existence, and the scope of the universe will still be left unanswered after reading Logical Death - but at least
you will understand why you can’t know. There are no miracles, no final answers, and definitely no hope for
us humans, because perhaps death is the end of existence! "I offer you no hope" is what the book states. Read
Logical Death to find out why. [As with some books written by manic-depressives it contains adult content



and some adult word use.]
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From reader reviews:

Anna Yates:

The book Logical Death can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Why must
we leave the great thing like a book Logical Death? Several of you have a different opinion about e-book.
But one aim that will book can give many information for us. It is absolutely proper. Right now, try to closer
together with your book. Knowledge or information that you take for that, you could give for each other; you
can share all of these. Book Logical Death has simple shape but you know: it has great and big function for
you. You can look the enormous world by start and read a guide. So it is very wonderful.

Thersa Davenport:

In this 21st centuries, people become competitive in every single way. By being competitive right now,
people have do something to make these survives, being in the middle of the crowded place and notice by
surrounding. One thing that at times many people have underestimated that for a while is reading. Sure, by
reading a guide your ability to survive enhance then having chance to stand than other is high. For you
personally who want to start reading a new book, we give you this particular Logical Death book as beginner
and daily reading publication. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

Todd Voss:

Now a day those who Living in the era where everything reachable by connect with the internet and the
resources within it can be true or not involve people to be aware of each info they get. How individuals to be
smart in acquiring any information nowadays? Of course the reply is reading a book. Examining a book can
help people out of this uncertainty Information specifically this Logical Death book because book offers you
rich info and knowledge. Of course the info in this book hundred % guarantees there is no doubt in it you
may already know.

Royce Woods:

Logical Death can be one of your beginner books that are good idea. Many of us recommend that straight
away because this reserve has good vocabulary which could increase your knowledge in words, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but still delivering the information. The article author giving his/her effort that
will put every word into enjoyment arrangement in writing Logical Death however doesn't forget the main
position, giving the reader the hottest along with based confirm resource info that maybe you can be one
among it. This great information can easily drawn you into brand-new stage of crucial imagining.
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